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Abstract: Process monitoring is an important component in the long-term reliable operation of any system or

process and its importance can only become greater in the era of smart manufacturing. Currently, driving by
market demand and global competition, process operations in manufacturing are being pushed closer to the
process limits; at the same time, with recent advances in sensor technology (such as Internet-of-Things devices),
data storage and computing power, there are more data than ever before being collected and stored. These ongoing changes in manufacturing industries present a broad spectrum of challenges and opportunities to process
monitoring. In this talk, we present a roadmap that summarizes the development of process monitoring over the
last century, with the focus on how process monitoring has been evolving in response to various challenges
presented by manufacturing industries. Specifically, we believe “feature space monitoring” (FSM) is emerging
as the next generation process monitoring tool, and is poised to provide general solutions that could address
many unsolved long-standing challenges (such as process nonlinearity) and emerging challenges (such as 4V
challenges associated with IoT generated big data). Finally, we introduce Statistics Pattern Analysis (SPA) as a
specific example of FSM, with several case studies (including an IoT-enabled testbed) to demonstrate its
performance in addressing various challenges exhibited in smart manufacturing.
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